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-A Few Votes That Made A Difference 
. by Peter Ajemian . But with a variety of pos-
, i,ible very small switches, the 
A difference of a few thQu-. contest could have been re-
sand votes in Ohio and a majority versed. If Ohio, the last state 
of the state· of Mississippi could .. besides · Oregon to report re-
have given the 1976 presidential turns, had gone to Ford rather . 
election to Gerald Ford. That is_. than Cartel', thllt would have left 
how amazingly close the election C~!!r with 272 electoral votes, 
turned out. Jimmy Carter won a o.!!!j iwo more .than the needed 
total of 297 eiectoral votes while 270, and Ford with 266 electoral 
President Ford -received 241 votes. Now, if you add Missis-
electoral votes (if Oregon. is sippi, one of the last extt:Qinely 
included in Ford's column) ac- close states the networks pro-
dording to N.B.C. News last jected, with its 7 electoral votes, 
night. to·Ford. he would have won the 
. The popular vote nationwide election with · a total of 273 
was 40,276,040 for Carter and electox:iµ votes, leaving Carter 
38,532,630 for Ford, or 5f with 265: 
percent. Carter over 48 percent There are numerous other 
.Ford, ~.B.C. reported. ways of figuring out the close-
NFT .Dropped: __ , 
ness of this election is this 
-fashion. The outcome in fourteen 
states was decided by only two 
percentage points of the popular 
vote, according to W.V.B.R. 
yesterday. In fact, David 
Brinkley pointed out on the news 
last night that if 30,000 votes 
were redistributed indifferent 
states, Ford would have won. 
The six largest electoral 
states as always held the key to 
this election. They are: 
California, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois, Texas, and Ohio. 
Jimmy Carter carried four of 
them; Ford got California and 
Illinois. All of those states were 
close,especially Illinois and Ohio. 
According to the Ithaca Journal 
Carter edged out Ford here in 
New York by 150,000 votes. 
There are several interest-
ing factors · about the 1976 
results. First,· it is the closest 
presidential election in terms of 
electoral votes since 1916 when 
Woodrow Wilson defeated Char-
les Evans Hughes by only 23 
electoral votes. Carter topped 
Ford by 56 electoral votes. 
Secondly, the United States 
was divided from East to West 
for the two candidates. Jimmy 
·carter swept the Northeast and 
the ~outh but he- failed to win a 
state west of Texas. Ford got 
almost all of his states in the 
West except for New J_ersey, and 
a few New England states. Ford 
carried 27 of the 50 states and 
Carter won.23. The geographical 
breakdown for Carter is like tha 
old Democratic path to victoey. 
The voter turnout was ap-
proximately 55 percent yester-
day, very close to the turnout in 
1972. But that is a big surprise 
sin_ce a number of competent 
pllsters such as Peter Hart 
Associates had predicted a turn-
out of about 50 perce,ni, or even 
less. It is quite possibel that the 
closeness of the election is what 
motivated people to go to the 
polls since they might have 
thought their vote meant more. 
A few long historical pat-
terns were broken in this elec-
continued on page 6 -
Traditional Grading to Return 
By Tracy Sc~ 
Beginning in the Fall seme-
ster· of. 1977 .-students will be 
grade_d ~n th~ trad~onal · A, B, 
C, D, F systeQl, il!cl'!Jding plus 
and minus designations. The 
new system also __ C{!ntains provi-
_sions for pass/fail option, . with-
drawal from· a course;- incom-
pletes, and _calculati_on of grade 
point average. · 
The Educational Policies · 
Committee's proposal was pas-
sed by tlie Faculty Council late 
Tuesday night. 
This· change back to the 
traditional grading system was 
strongly advocated by members 
of the ·Middle States Evaluation 
Team which visited the campus 
If election day held little 
t•xcilemen·t for some Amerjcans, 
there are nine Ithaca College 
i,tudents who- are going to 
remember Tuesday, November 2 
as long as they live. 
"Bo" Brown, chairman of 
the drama-speech oepartment, 
-hroke the· news that the cast Qf 
·thl· musical "Carnivar' l).ad been 
chosen bJ the USO for a 49-day 
lour of l<~l,lrope. -
Neither Brown._the director 
of "Carnival", nor the students 
(•Xpl•cled a USO decision much 
ht•fore November 10 sin<;e adju-
dicators had atien_ded the musi-
cal's final performance on Octo·: 
her 30. The east members 
gal hered in Brown's office expec-
1 ing a routine hu!5iness meeting. 
_ Jast.month. It is anticipated that 
Ithaca College students' tran-
scripts will be given more careful 
consideration by graduate and 
profession~ schools when the 6Id 
system is once again estab.lished~ . 
-The new transcript1? will contain Aftl•r kn minutes of com-
a listing of all courses taken and- plPLl· hysteria, hugging and a few 
the grades obtained in each fact·lious comments ahout why 
-course. I ht• l '80 ·wa.jted so long, Brow_n 
The Faculty Council gave quil'lC'CI I hl· students long enougli 
strong consideration to a letter lo givl· lhl'm details of the tour.' 
from John Brown, Dean of Thl• cast. including William Cam-
:Students, in which 'he made A- l'ron, Rick Ford. Carolee Good: 
strong plea for special grading gold, ,h•ryl Jug_oda, Donald Ri~k-
_procedures for freshmen. Pnhack._ Andrew Rube_noff, Tim 
,Brown's proposal -- has been Simonson. Barbara Trunz and 
placed -:on-the agen,~a for· the Tricia Wilham. :will-leave Ithaca 
·December meeting. .J:muary 30 hy bus for a New 
T_~e acting dean of Htimani-· · York f:ity departurl' to Ger-
ti.es arid Sciences, Tom Longin~ mam· · 
atiended _Tuesday night'~- mee~ . _''fht•. tour. will co~sist _of ~? ... 
ting as a ·gu~st of_ the Faculty , pt:rtorn~1~g days.· ~r1marily m 
Council. He is 'against- the-EP(ti. :~1~iJJ,:m•hm~.-Y ,~asr.~!!\:3/·~p,nijflY • _: 
· proposal because he feels ~t ~\· 1/1't~mri;,t;_11lf.!l rm(•n!fh?Rf!fl.~r.n ~ . 
,lacks 'provisions for. su~porf ,11yt,··i::~~vf·.!~·~~~·iW.-~.q,le:'o{en-,' 
,services, help with communiea··- , .'.1•1r\lltla,, ~J _1h,_,.£_n~}?f. the_ t~mr . 
;tfons . skills such ·as. wri~ing; i1~r-. ~\lnl~ s~ghl-Sl'l'lng. 1:h.e 
·reading, and Qasie ina~hematics:· 1.1'~1!11'~~. ,~-~II r!'.turn .:_!': ~lhac<!. on ,. 
:The CounciVv:oied to ·-address ·l'rf,,rl'h 21 · _ ..... : , . - . . 
\itself to·this.p~blem: it-'a later·· _". : '.~h(iyS~ ilirN.'!~1r-inf~r~t:~ 
~i.i - . . : · - .-. · -~- .... · '.· ... . . !tro\HJ' · t~at -tht• ~i:ga1;uz<!-ll~n 
-:~ate. - · ·· · · - - . ' ··T · t .. ' . h d 1 ' \'"-.":·.-·. : :· - ... _,, .···, ":":.: __ --; .. :.:--,'.·'. : . t•,;1rrapgN _11~· purmg:;$C e u e 
/,·".'--,~ ··- ,. ·::)~::·:\ ... ·;-:· ,":..:- .. '.''' ,:,~ ~ 
•',•I' I ;! • 1':: • 
"'.., ~-
... •., - . 
to accommodate the Ithaca Col-
ll'gl' students who had to he back 
in time for - the second half of 
sl:'cond semester.- "They said we 
wl·n• just t09 fine to pass up," 
Brown ht•amed. 
This will be the third Ithaca 
College musical and the fifth 
musical Jlrow_n has directed to be 
accepted.for a USO tour. Brown 
did not accompany the students 
l'Xceed a 700-lh' weight limit. 
Thl' students also put together 
an hour-long variety show to 
J!l'rform in c<?,njunction with the 
musical. _ 
Students will receive course 
crl'dit for taking the tour as well 
as credit for regular second 
Sl'llll'Sler COUrseS aS long as they 
arrange lo make up the work 
miss1•d. 
on thl• most recent trips, but ·· Rrown explained that he 
says he'll not miss 1.his one for would likt• to have the students 
anything. pi•rform the variety show and 
The director tailored the "( :arnival" as many; times as 
musical to fit USO requirements possihll' for local audiences be-
cutting i.he cast to ten (including I wcl'n Thanksgiving and the 
him,) shortPning it from 2 and a dl'partun• - dall'. He would 
half hours to 90 minutes, 'and \\ Plcoml' invitations from com-
c!t•signing thl; sl't so it wouldn't · munity groups, hli added, and 
although there would be no 
charge for the variety show, the 
host group would have to pay the 
$25 royalty fee for the musical. 
"The President will get a 
formal invitation from the USO 
within a few clays," Brown told 
his students and quipped that he 
n•fl•rred to neither Carter nor 
Ford, but to Ithaca College 
prl'sident James Whalen. 
Congratulations 
To The Cast 
Carnival 
,_ • • • ' \..., .... - ' •• t! ., •• , ,· ' ~ ', ··,... '' ,·: - - ' • - • 
·_. The Ub~·staff.was'uiuiihe spitjt of-llalloween PHOTOS BY, FRANK SELLERS 
· · S1111day and went.bout tlieir datit~dn fulhostume . .. 
' : .. :-·, .'. -.·.• ' . '. . - . . ~ 
: \ . ~ 
l 
~; f;'f,£,C: .Mt.f .i .J'Ol~~ .d.i)-"'~1S'L'),"1''l 
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Question: What is yuur reaction 
to election night? 
ByKimHowe 
Photos by Linda Stewart 
Don Clark '77, gen. studies. "I 
was disappointed in the results. 
( :arter has promised too ll)any 
things I don't think he can fully 
kcl·p. I don't think people who 
didn't vote in the presidential 
l'll'ction should critic;_ize the gov-
l'rnml'nt." 
Kim Cherry '79, drama. "I was 
irnprl•sscd that a)ot of people 
Wl'rl' aware enought to change 
I hl· administration." 
l,awrence Klein '77, history. 
"Covl•rage was ridiculous. It was 
l'omputt-riz(•d and there was a 
,·onnicl amont. slations ·ror some 
of I hl• figures. I'm glad Moyni-
han won." 
Jane Menzin '76, psych. 'Tm 
glad Carter. won because in the 
two years Ford's been in the 
White House, he hasn't proven 
himself. The coverage was 
effective for the layman." 
Stan Rosner '77, accounting. "I 
thought the three stations hand-
led the· coverage well - they 
weren't jumping to predict a 
winner. Because it was a close 
race it kept you on the edge of 
your seat." 
t , 
A St~nt ·I(esponds: to.· ~Q~ol: 
A Pos.t-Election Viewpoint 
-:_ ... ·.' .:~'. ,,. ~~ -~ - . : . / - ...... _~ 
by Myles Friedman··:··:•;(:·.-~? ··_. ;_ i~ly «;'"#ate.today, as Cuba is now the only'Third 
1
- .. _ · World nation -oovoid of illiteracy, is now .able to 
Last night Jimmy Carter was elected feed its people, has an infant mortality rate 
President primarily through a renaissance of somewhat leas than New York City, is to me both 
southern solidarity that embraces no common motivating and exciting. Mr. Kozol related to this 
ideology, but a historical tribal bond dating to the ev.ening's audience a euphoria among the Cubans 
post civil war occupation. The President-elect, it is he met thatwas truly unbelievable. Pride, dignity, 
sad to say• represents no mandate of the nation's and a sense of common purpose has elevated the 
ideological preference or, ~as he prefers, "moral, C_uban People to a standard of living he called .. 
constitution", nor any philosophical principal other -better than the majority of Americans-something 
than the generally confounding arid increasingly justly remarkable considering the travesty of 
thin party line. He was elected as a response to an ., 
ill-defined and most likely inevitable economic 
failure. This is not to say that Mr. Ford and Mr. 
Carter were identical as candidates, but simply 
that Carter was preferred for wholly non-ideolog-
ical reasons and was an essentially negative choice. 
This was particularly cleat on the college leve. 
In Ithaca, unlike the·candidacies of Matt McHugh, 
and Eugene McCarthy, and previously Mo Udall,. 
Fred Harris and George McGovern in hard-line 
student support for Carter was almost nonexistent. 
Students who find it difficult to rally to such causes 
as unemployment or inflation quite understandably 
took a·leave of absence from this election. This, I 
believe, is not so much a reflection of political 
apathy, as was the effect of what they saw as a 
starkly limited choice. The lack of any remotely 
attractive candidate to any block of voters breeds 
disillusionment and cynicism. 
As we enter the era of a new administration 
and an entirely unpredictable reign of power, it is 
difficult ot see where constructive political and 
social action can be channeled. The disgust left us 
by the vacuum of the peace moveme)lt eclipsed by 
the ·w atergate years, though, continues· to be a 
dangerously regressive agent. While the de-polit-
icalization of the campus can be explained in those 
terms, it cannot be justified. Yet, it is a general 
concensus, borne out by yesterday's election, that 
entry into political activism offers no substantial 
reward. 
This sentiment is surejy the crucial challenge 
that any progressive political change in this 
country faces, with certain variances, nationally. 
It is with this in mind that I comment on the 
implications of last night's lecture by Jon Kozol, the 
prime inspiration of this piece. 
A good deal of last night's I discussion 
concerned 5 weeks that Mr. Kozol spent in Cuba·. It 
was for me heartening ,to hear Mr. Kozol's 
emotional description of Cuba and its achi~vements 
during the 17 yeat tenure of Fidel Castro. Kozol, at 
one point, related the extraordinary story of how in 
1961 through the efforts of over 100,000 school 
children, some as young as the years old, illiteracy 
was entirely wiped out in a period of seven 
months. A flag now proudly flys in Havan 
proclaiming' "This country is now free of 
ignorance." _ 
. The revolutionary fervor that liberated Cuba, 
under the most staggering of odds from poverty, 
. illiteracy and deprivation, and taht still enthusiast-
Jon IS.oaol :·, Photo. by Frank $ellers 
pre-Revolution Cuba. It is something anyone 
would be moved by. 
·Naturally and with reason one might be· 
skeptical of .. the-- bias inherent in the source, 
however the belief that virtual wonders have been 
done in Cuba is widely recognized around the world 
and documented by) the United Nations. The 
accuracy of Kozol's facts and the objectivity of his· 
findings, though, are really not the significant 
points here. That Cuba is, or is not utopia, again, is 
not the point. · . -' · - : 
What . is really important is the . spirit and 
conviction that is apparent in the life style of 
Castro's Cuba. F~r anyone who could find no 
reason or interest in participating politically this is 
an enlightening exampl~ to study. . 
. .So now.- erqbarking .on .the third century of 
American politics I will take heart in the lessons of 
contemporary political idealism. There is much to 
be done and hoped for in the next four years and 
regardless of the inconclusiveness of yesterday's 
election the proper attitud~ is simply not one of 
µisinterest. Even such· isolated enclaves of positive 
political activism must give heart to those 
concerned with the future world. The political 
experience, I believe, can still be one of beauty and 
dignity . 
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Russian Lawyer Discusses 
DQ.es it make any sense for 
a lawyer to defend a client whose 
fate has already beem deter-
mined by the state? 
This question .was the main 
topic of a lecture on "Soviet 
Dissidents on Trial: A Lawyer's 
Perspective" given by Yuri Luryi 
last Thursday. Luryi had b·een a ' 
defense lawyer in the Leningrad 
bar for 25 years and is currently 
a visiting fellow-at the Center of 
Criminology at the University of 
Toronto. · 
Luryi was quick to point out 
that the Soviet judicial system is 
little more than a token, a front 
which it holds up to the west . 
under the guise of ju~ice. In 
political trials no verdicts atre 
decided in the court room, but P.hoto by Ch~k Riter 
rather by "the highest levels of Estonian legal authorities who 
the Party and the KGB," he said. thought that the trial would be 
This point was made strik- held during the first week of 
ingly clear by an example he · January before the -journal be-
cited of a case involving a - came public. Problems arose, 
political prisoner in Estonia in however, when the trial had to 
1962. The trial ran from January. be delayed due to an illness and. 
16 until January 20, and the the journal appeared first. 
defendant was sentenced to In spite of the total mockery 
death. '·'On 'the surface," Luryi which the journal's report made 
said, "the trial appeared -to be of the trial the death sentence 
fair," but he went on to point out was carried out, and the only 
how the defendant's sentence change in .the pre-determined 
had been established long before course of events was that the 
the case ever went to court. editor of the journal was fired: 
A Soviet legal journal which "For what purpose does a 
had been printed in December of lawyer particpate in such a futile 
1961 and distributed in mid-Jan.,_ situation?" Luryi asked. - "A 
uary reported on the trial and defense 3:ttorney's opportunities 
the verdict a week before the are small, but vary with the 
trial even began. The reports degree of the trial's seriousness," 
had been given to the journal by was his response. _ 
MET AL SCULPTURE 
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Soviet Justice 
.. " ,l,ury,i,then explained that all 
political cases in the Soviet 
Union are divided into two 
groups. Group one .cases are of 
the most serious nature, and 
offer a defense attorney virtually 
no cnarice to . influence the 
decision of the court, which hs 
'. already been decided by the 1 state. Group two cases are of a 
less serious nature, and do offer 
the defense an.occasional opport-
unity to plea-bargain on his 
client's behalf. 
The main functions of the 
lawyer take place outside of 
court, when the defendant is in 
-prison. 1n· addition to providing 
legal assistance to the convicted 
client the lawyer can attempt to 
have the case scheduled for 
future reconsideration. 
Perhaps the most usefule 
function of the. defense attorney 
is that he can keep the public 
informed of the true significance 
of a political trial, to counter the 
distorte picture presented by tl)e I 
st11te-controlled media. The 
lawyer is also the only link 
between a prisoner and his 
family and friends, since visiting 
privileges can be scarce and 
when they do take place, the 
conversations are usually bug-
ged. 
Luryi emphasized that as 
a defense attorney in the Soviet 
Union he always had to be 
careful not to defend his client 
too vigorously, because in in-
stances where lawyer"s tried to 
win cases they were prohibited 
from practicing:- again. He 
summed up this point by saying 
that is doesn't pay to be brave in 
such situations, since once 'you 
are prohibited from · practicing 
you can no longer be of aid to 
anyone. 
. . 
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A 
Pcositive 
Change 
'JOesday night's action by the·Faeulty Cou:ncil 
is a culmination of events, yet it represents the 
beginning of a positive change. A string oC surveys 
and meetings led to the grading change for next fall 
and may be only the beginning for Ithaca College. 
The institution of the traditional A,B,C,D,F 
system not only takes away the margin of error 
allowed most students (Communications professor 
Eric Fitzpatrick queried Tuesday night: Can a 
student actually flunk out of Ithaca College?), but it 
gives a higher degree of flexibility to the faculty. 
Many faculty present both at open hearings on the 
change and the actual vote expressed the _feeling 
that there are many students who would fit into the 
D category if it were to come into existence. At 
least one professor noted that the present passing 
cut-off of 70 points has caused some borderline 
students to fail. 
Realistically, the College is better served by 
this "new" system which cuts off the loopholes of 
students. The C- has become the drudge grade 
under our inflated system and, therefore, unreal-
istic to those outside the institution. In fact, acting 
provost Frank Falcone indicated that the Middle 
States evaluators were highly critical of the 
grading system. The evaluators indicated a lack of 
ability of graduate schools and potential employers 
to evaluate I.C.'s grading system. It is for this 
reason that a more precise grading system can only 
serve to further the position of the J.C. student 
~pon leaving the institution. 
oooF acuity Input 
With all the positive signs with regard to I.C.'s 
academic future, one gray murk has arisen. At 
Tuesday's Faculty Council meeti_ng, Tom Grape, a_ 
member of the Student Congress' committee ·on , 
Academic Affairs, attempted to solicit support 
from those present for the Student Coursse and. 
Teacher Evaluation (SCATE) booklet under 
consideration by the Student Congress. If a 
reality, the booklet would present a clearer view of 
courses at LC. and those professors teaching them. 
It's only natural that faculty input would be 
desirable for a publication which affects their --
ranks. But what was the. response? A\Utoiigh the 
meeting is hardly representative of the entire 
faculty---of the approximately 20 faculty present, 
only 5 volunteered their assistance in some way. 
Also, it should be noted that of the five expressing 
interest, most were new faculty at I.C. 
perhaps the intentions of the SCATE booklet 
were not immediately apparent at Tuesday's 
meeting, or maybe thf' publication is an expected 
failure, but regardless, it seems more logical that 
those affected by such a publication would be 
overwhelmingly anxious to affect such a document. 
Sc far suc}l does not appear to be the case. 
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Questiorie~ . 
. · influence in the college '!~;;1mun- attending: a glorified beer bash in 
Dear Editor, 
It has recently come to my 
at.tcntion that Martin Brown-
~tein, proffessor of politics, has 
heen using his influence as an 
instructor in the college commun 
·ily to involve the same in the 
politics of the Ithaca community. 
Mr. Brownstein, acting as a head 
figure for the Ithaca Gay Center, 
has used his faculty status to 
voice his personal opinions uncon 
-testedly within the classroom 
and in his communications with 
the administration. , 
Consider the following situa-
tions: A bout a month ago, when 
jazz artist Gary Burton was to 
appear at Nite Court, Marty 
, BrownstPin allegedly urged his 
students to not attend the 
concert due to the gay boycott 
laking place at Nite Court. 
A fpw days ago, it was 
brought to my attention that Mr. 
Bro~nstein again flaunted his 
ity by · allegedly urging the the Terraces rather than a 
administration to cancel the memorable evening at an 
Senior Class 200 Days Party off-campps location, close enough 
from tak,ing place at Nite Court. to our campus to not create a 
His request has been granted by transportation problem, and cap-
the administratton. able of offering a diversi_fied 
I want the students at Ithaca menu of drinkables. 
College to be aware of what is If the 200 Days Party 
taking place here. We are. Committee hasn't the power 
allowing a man representing" a vested in it to put together a long 
minority view-point, and, whose, standing tradition_, what chance 
salary_ is paid, in part, by the does studen~ self-governance 
student body, to influence the have at Ithaca College. At this· 
operations of the majority. It time C~rn,ell is facing an over-
seems to me that by the throw of its student government 
administration's action, its stand hy the administration. We could 
is hardly one of neutrality, he facing the same. If you want 
rather, pro-minoriy. And if this t.o show support for-this commit-
is the case, what voice 1do the tl•e, I urge you to come to Nite 
students have when their elected Court this Thursday, November 
representatives have no say in 4, and show that politics need not 
the matter. influence our having a helluva 
When the 200 Days Party great time as a community. 
does take place, who will explain 
to those . attending seniors and Thank-You, 
underclassmen why they are Richard J. Szabo 
Community Council_: 
An Opiniot;l 
,by Peter Ajemian 
The Ithaca College Commun t•sppcially true when you consid- role. Thl· governance doc'ument 
,it.y cJunci/ held its. second er whut is on the agenda of an -rnakci. .. I.ht- .:Community- Council 
lllt'l'_l.ir:i1; last wel'~. So what? av~·r;1gt• me_Pt.ing.A percentage -)\ound :li½t· a. Rig ,Deal _at· Hhaea ·-.~ 
"That q\ll'sl.ion ·can"riot he answer- of tht• 1. ... .:0 meetings. this· year CollP!;l'-a key force in deterciin-
{'(f satisfactorily since this year have hel'n taken up by the ing what happl'ns around here. 
- I hP Community Council con tin- Council hl•aring reports 'from But in· reality. the Council is 
Ul's lo haw no influence on the differt•nt individuals. There is no ·unkmn,n-. to I.he majority of 
,l11d1·nls_ and faculty on this planned.activity in response, no· ·:,iudents.' .ario· it does not do 
<'ampu~. PXpPclt•d action to be laken by anything ti make itself known. 
Sinct• its origin in 1972 the t ht• Community Council. It is During the past three years 
< 'ornmunily Council remains to \\ orth noting that the topic of t hi' most noticihle achievement 
Ill• not a hodv"to assist the :'liew Buisness, clearly the most of Lht• council was ·its contribu-
acfministrat.ion i~ developing pol- important. has been placed last. I ion toward changing the sciiool 
id1·.., ar:ul making decisions with in· t.he _ order of huisness before calrnrlar'. . Ry and lar_ge, the 
rt·g:1rd to Ithaca ColJpg matters", adji'mrnmt•o_t. of'holh meetings. Council passccf motions that 
·;is dt-firwd in I.he Governance · But th~ conflict of whether Wl'rt• on procedural matters, 
I iocunwnt, hut rather. nothing t hi' Council is anything more nonp of which seemed to have 
lll<>rl' l han a sounding hoard for than a reviewing board, a forum, had an l'arth-shaking effect ·of! 
\'a riou~ committ.N•s. Council or a cll'aringhouse has yet to bl• I ht• running of Ithaca College. 
llWlllhl'r~ chit>fly list.en and rub- m.;olvt•d. The conflict was beati- Additionally, the ISC testim 
ht•r stamp proposals without rully illustrat.l'<I last week after -ony focussed on the fi~ancial 
1
·v1•r taking any ick•ntifiahle Tl'd Perry from the Traffic. need of students in t.he independ-
al't ion of inllm•nce on their own. l'olicil's Boar'\ have a rt'port on l'nt. sector of higher· education. 
In foet. f lw on!~· quality that f ht.' Sl'rious problem of the "The plain fact remains,". said 
idi•nf ifiP, till' Communitv Council ..,hortagl' nf parking spaces on Fleishman, ','That due to inflation 
i, f ha! ii is a Farce. · C'ampus and ho\\.' whl•n the winter . ur.v rises in cost, independant 
Thi' Community Council is arrivl's thl· prohlPm will intl'nsi- coJlpgps and universities are 
on(• oft lw four councils at Ithaca I\. Thl·rl' was some discussion of h~·ing priced out of the market 
C'ol11•1;p I hat hPgan in 1972-when t hi' situal ion hut. the moment of for all but_ the rich." He ther 
I lw prP;_l,nl govl•rnanct• docu- <ll•cision was whim Vice-Prl•si-- outlinl'd the specific changes in 
1111'111 \\ a~ irnpll•mcnh•cl: ·- Tht• <il•nt Gus Perial:H,-·mad<' amotion t hl· Tuition Assistance Program 
othl'r lhrl'l' councils ·,m• thl· for-th,• Council t.o-endorsp him to' which ISC feels · could help 
Studt•nt Congrt•ss. thl· Faculty l:1ke cart• of lhl• pr.ohlem. He had allcv'iate t~e financial problems 
('ouneil. :iml th<' Staff Council. ,aid that hl• should've· been fact>d ~y students in the indepen-
ThPst• I lm•t• ;in: supposl'd. to not.ifil'{. ;ind I hat the problem dt•nt sector: "ISC urges that the 
ri•pn•,pnt lht•ir constiluencil•.s fdl undt'r his dulil•s. Before the maximum TAP award be increa-
- - and pn•wnt whall'Vt•r input thl'.Y ( 'ouncil pr1•c1•ed<•d to pass the ' st>d from the present $1,500 to 
'_ ha\·p into rolli•gl' polic:v-m;iking. 11101 ion. om• st udl'nl recommend- $2,200; IS(: strongly recoin-
1 Thl· l'ommun\t_v Council is an l'd rh:ii lhl' Council take action on mends that the eligibility level 
all l·olll'J.;l' group lhal includes thl· purking prohlem. Though no for the maximun TAP award be 
administrators as nwmhers. Per- 0111• :igrt•t•d with him, his oppos- raised from the present $2,000 to · 
h,ips its lllOSI -important r(•spon- ing Vil'\\' symholizt•cf the Cl'ntrai -a more realistic $12,000 net 
,ihili1 Y is "for protecting and <jttPslion t hl' .Council i:_nust. ans- t:1xa1ile• income. In addition ISC 
promoting !ht• \\'l•lf:trp of thl' 1\·1•r:: Dot•s it actually assist the joins with the Student Associa-
('ollt-gt• :1s a whole." It is. a<lministr:1tion in iniliatingpolicy lion of the State University in 
t'XJll'l'lt•d lo t!l'. lt_)gt•tht•_r' ~n~._, 1,11" d~ll'S it j~1Sl h_Cflr about otht•rs ,Upp6rting the development of a 
<li~l'llSS .l'fforts-··of· '.('Olll1Ci1~--:allft·'-"'ll~:1\;i,ll!{:.,-{fP,hoY:~-''·.,. . ffit•chanism that WOUid. provide 
·"' ;111ding (•on1111rt t~;ss, and,"~1-t'6}:fc;:S~-:rriip'C_f!m~~nuh· Councjbwv I uition ·assistance for part-time 
r1•1·01111111•111l I hings tot ht• Admin---~ -,·,· . ~oil,\-s". ue:., 'A'.itl\ ·. ·its. own stu.t!t•nts." .: :: \ 
. bt l'at ion. · 1n·opo:-:als (!I'- 'ilii · 0\\'11, recioi~nil ion The final text of the Regents 
,. Tht~ Comn;,;nih· Council wa·~ 0! imil' ..;uhst•qu·~·nt action on any Stall·wirll· Plan' for Postsecon- ·- I 
"l'ht•dult•tl lo ll1l'l'l. a whopping . prohlt•m. Thtr C(_)uncif -is a power- d:iry Ed1,1cation will 0he complete$}-,..,: 
l_ot al of t•i~ht I iml'li for rhl' \\'liolt• lt•ss _ -gr~up th.it· gets togt•the_r. hy _Novt•mber 1, and submitted \ 
• 
:,;1·hool ,\'.t'.tl" of7H-77 • .\\'h:tl: ~;tn hl' : l'\'t•ry'onrt• an~ :i whilt• to doodle to the Governer. and the Legisla- j 
, y1~'11!1)plislwd in ~·ight ml't•lings'! around. 'It is tl•strich•d in so· turt':. '· , · · 
Not a hl'llt1\'.t 1111. THi:-. . ~rnny""\Ht~·s.· jtl:-l" hy 'ils-dt•fined v· .. ·- -;;;ntinued on page 11--. . . .. --1 
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( The ltluictio, Nov. 4, 1976, p:Jge 5 Your Spa.ce.; ..... J 
This ,pace will be resen,ed each week for are limited to no more that two typed. 
'Your Space' .•. a chance for you to say something dr»dlle-spaced pages, and must be submitted b11 4 
mr1i.,W41/ you would like to say it/ Almost. No pm Tuesllay preceding Thursday publication. Thia 
·obscenities, please, ·and the article must be of space will be made aooilable as often as there are 
interes'tto'tl.e general College-community. Essays. comments. 
There Is an Alternative to Nois<e 
By William McClung 
Religion, '78 
· Stereos blaring. Voices booming up and down 
t hl· hall corridors. Feet cll!,nking and banging up 
and down metallic stairways. Doors slamming 
opPn. creaking closed. Pushing, shoving, smoke-
fillt•d cfassroom corridors. Ventilation machinery 
providing a constartt backdrop to a professor's 
hooming lecture voice. The cacophonous waves of 
voices in the dininghalls, accentuated by the 
constant clink, clink, clink of dinnerware, punc-
1 uatl•d by grotesque outbursts of nonsensical noise 
that f~gs the din of voices that all ,too soon sweel to 
their original cacophonous counterpoint. Even the 
lihrar,v, an oasis where one would expect silence to 
reign, is a hattlefield with that demon, Noise. 
Whispers, swishing of coats, banging of books on 
I 
SAG.A 
0 
lhe tahll•s, and the perpetual aisle walkers. Yea 
gods, is there no peace, no solitude to be found 
anywhere on campus'!! Where can one go to escape 
this all to familiar scenario'! 
One area that can offer quiet to noise-racked 
studl·nts is the sanctuary of the chapel. One can sit 
on thP chapel steps and gaze out on the pond. 
ThPse mornings the pond has a thin-layer of ice 
that is slowly working its way across the pond's 
surfacl'. When the wind blows, the pond is a 
picture of swirling wavelets that dance across its 
surfacl' in concert with the cattails swaying and 
hPnding to the power of the wind. Mallards, fat 
and well-feathered for winter, grace the pond with 
. t hl·ir majestic presence every so often. Earlier in 
the fall, a flock of cedarwaxwings took up residence 
around the pond. For about two weeks their 
acrohatics entertained all who came to enjoy the 
SA6.A -
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chapp)\ silence. 
If vou walk down the road toward Maintenance 
and Saf cty. it is possible to enjoy many moments of 
quil•t. A woodpile at the corner provides a good 
s,helt.t•r from the wind to read, to sit and enjoy the 
~un, or tio listen to the woods roundabout the 
woodpilt•. 
A not her area that can provide quiet, solitude, 
and i.s alivl' to eyes, ears, and noses that can free 
t hl'lllsl'IVl's (rom the pollution of campus life, are 
thl' woods a'nd fields up behind the school. (A 
worrl of caution: it is Hunting season, and bright 
clothing is highly advisable.) Explore these areas 
and "exptJience" the life that is there. 
- Thl'st• are three physical areas that one can go 
to find sill'nce. With Thanksgiving vacation still 
t hrt•t• Wl'l'ks off; there is hope in the silence of these 
placl's. Go to them and listen to what they tell you. 
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· ... Election New·York 
co~~inv.ed from page 1 · Regents LoOk at 
. . . 
Fellowsh_ips Available tion. The state of Illinois, called the bellweather state since it has 
gone to the nation-wide winner. _ 
in every election since 1920 went 
to Gerald ford. Also significant New York City Mayor Abra-
in Illinois is that Mayor Daley's ham C. Beame Friday invited 
influence may had lessened since 4ualified students to apply by 
'Ford carried some suburbs in FC'hruary 15, 1977 for participa-
Cook County, whic_h is Daley's I.ion in · the Urban Fellows 
area. Carter did win with a Program during the 1977-78 
two-to-one in11rgli{ iii' Chicago academic year. 
!1 ... 1.·._g· h_ei: .. ·Edueatio __ n 
1':ach of the 20 students that · 
are selected·to participate,in:itiJie ,, ,o·d'he ~.of-Rege~t~ he!4 a tion for.·so~e. but for others it 
. though, so Daley still helped Sirce 1969,· this innovative 
there probably. program has offered 20 under-
The election of 1976 is finally graduate and graduate students 
over, and many observers have - senior and above, an opportunit; 
said that it was one of the worst Io serve at the highest levels of 
ever. Criticism has been direct- City Government, earn academic 
ed at the "low-calibre" of the·- credit, receive_ a stipend and· 
campaign, the mediocrity of the- participate- in a structured week-
program w~ffreceive a stipehd·of publiC·!·hearing ! on·,. ThursQay~-- hinders gl'.OWth.The process -of 
$4,400 plus round-trip travel · Sep~mber 21, _soliciting respon-_, experimentation is inherent int 
expenses. In_ addition, it is ses on the second draft of he liberal arts, and while struc-
~xpected that each Urban Fellow.""'· theirStatewide Plan for Post- ture is important, it whould not 
will receive a .supplementary secondary Education in .New: impede the· process of learning -
grant of $500 from his or her Yor~_ State. Speaking on behalf'. --~bout. one's self th~ugl!_ explor-
college or university as well as a of the Ind~pendent Student ation in-new found interests, for 
tuition ' · Wi\iver.$ Coalition, Barry Fleishman, Dir~-. ifitdoes,thenthatstructurewill 
. This year, eligibility will.be · ector of Operations of ISC, foster stagnation." · 
restricted to residents of New stressed cooperation among all In another section of their 
York City and students living or those co~.cerned with higher testimoriy, the ISC called for the 
studying in a state within 1,000 '. education in New York State in reevalu_ation of graduate pro-
working for proposals whieh will grams and the weeding out of 
benefit all students. Specificallly, those programs which are not , 
the ISC testimony touched on a serving the public interest. In 
variety _of subjects, including the agr~mg . with m.any of ihe 
role ofhberal arts education. The . Regent's recommendations in 
.Regents Plan recommends ii . this. area.the ISC testimony 
se·ries of steps which cut into jhe , called for the development of a 
freedom of students to choose. New York City consortium (or 
their course interests. TheSe · -
two candidates, as well as the I~· Sl·minar program. miles of New York-City. 
fact that the important issues Mayor Beame said: "Both Selection will_ be based on 
were not discussed in an open the City and the students benefit,,.. detailed applications, tran 
fashion. The media has been greatly from the Urban Fellows s_cripts, personal statements and 
attacked for. · taking over the Program. You are able to rccom1T_1endations. Forty · semi-
leading role in effecting voter n•ct•ive intensive, practical ex- finalist..-; are chosen and invited 
attitudes. perit•nce in dealing with the for interviews in New York City. 
Jimmy Carter will talre oath complex issues of big-city gov- Of these, 20 will be selected as 
of offi~ next January 20th l'rnment. l!rhan Fellows. 
without a strong mandate behind "At the same time, as -l-Trhan Fellows Program Di-
him. The close results of the t•xccptionally qualified young rl'ctor Eugene Levine noted: 
election just make it even more JwoplP you are able to augment "\Vl• urge all students interested 
rle~ that the American people I h,. n•search and analytical cap- in urban government to apply, 
have more doubts about what to ahilit ies of many City offices, and n•gar_dlcss of their previous 
expect from Jimmy Carter than 1wrfotm valuable services which fiPlds ·or training. 
any president-elect ·in recent would not he possible without' "The Urban Fellows will be 
history. I his program." · · assigned, on the basis of their 
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intPrests and agency require-
ments, to work on significant· 
projects in mayoral departments 
and offices. 
"Their responsibilities will 
inrludl• administrative problem-
solving, n•search·, · policy and 
planning. and related manage-
m1•nt areas. 
-· •urhe range of assignments 
includl•s urban planning, criminal 
justice. service delivery. econ-
oniirs, financial administration, 
computei_:_ sciences, and other 
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include that: "Higher education 
unstitutions define cl~arly, the 
purpol?es of the programs of 
study - they offer and relate 
course requirements · "to these 
purposes, and,,further that instit 
-utions accept the responsibility 
for providjng students with well 
defi~ed course requirements re-
lated to the objectives of the 
p~ograms of study offered," and, 
"Institutiqnsexplore th~ 'iipproF-
riateness· .of reestablishing com-
prehen~ive examinations that 
_test a student's competence to 
. the benefit of,.. all graduate 
. students. Aside from providing 
higher quality graduate educa-
tion, this consortium would 
--assist graduate students in the 
selection of the institution that 
has the best programs for 
his/her needs,.and would prov-
ide statistics on employment 
prospects for that student after 
he/she graduates. 
, function as a literate and rational 
person able to communicate 
effectively, as a preliminary 
requirement for graduation from 
college." 
In response· to a Regents' 
Plan recommendation calling.for 
"Self-assessment" in institutional 
programs, Fleishman said, "This 
is a step in the right direction as· 
a reevaluaiton of program nf!eds· 
and effectivenes is sorely needed 
in many areas. What ISC regrets 
though, is the absence of stud-
ents in tliat·assessment' process, Fleishman responded to 
these suggestions sayifig,"Requi 
-ered ioutses may provide direc-
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, Students .. 
.. 
ijequest 
-Mor~ Money 
The I.C. Student Govern-
ment Executive Board announed-
this week ihat it plans to req~est 
as increase of ,nearly 6 percent in 
student-funding. 
Citing the rising cost of · 
entertainment, the increase in 
the number or clubs requesting 
funds, and the fact that less than 
1 percent of the tuition dollar is 
now controlled by students, the 
Executive Board proposed an 
. approximate increase in the 
student budget of $4700. This 
amount would. be added to the 
present $81,000 alloted. 
· 'Vice-President of Student 
. Affairs, Gus Perialis, bas indi-
cated that the Student Govern-
ment must justify their request 
so that others in the budget 
process will be convinced of the 
need for the increase. 
. ~. . ' 
..~New York~ 
· continued from. page 6 
fields.'?. _ 
Among the· group of stu-
dents currenUy. serving as Urban 
. Fellows·: one is· assigne-d as ,·a 
budget analyst in· the Office of 
Management and Budget, an-
other as an environmental plan-
ner with the Department of 
Investigations, and others on the 
staffs of the various Deputy 
Mayors ana their assistants. 
One day.· each week, . the 
lJ rban Fellows take part in a 
varied seminar . program -de -
siglled to provide a detailed 
picture of the City of New York, 
its people and its government. 
· Interested students should 
look ·ror the application forms 
available at many of their 
schools, or they may apply 
dirl'ctly to: 
Mr. Eugene Levine 
Director, NEw York City 
l I rban Fellows Pr~gram 
250 Broadway 
ll~h floor 
New York, New York· 10007 
Telepho~e: (212) 566-1216 
·: Professor-· Publishes 
"Reli~on and Doubt: To-
ward a Faith of Y 01,1r Own," by 
·,iRichard Creel C?f the philosophy 
,,ahd religion department at Ith-
aca College, has been published 
by Prentice-Hall, Inc., with a 
1977 publication date. According 
to Creel, the book presents an 
integrated view of the nature of 
religion and attempts to lead 
readers to a greater understand-
ing_of their own religious beliefs. 
Copies will be available soon in 
· local bookstores .. 
Religion and Doubt · is 
Creel's first book and has grown 
out of an introductory-- religion 
course he has taught at the 
College· for the last five years. 
Ill' has published several articles· 
and papers, particularly in the 
areas of philosophy of. religion 
and social philosophy. "I am 
intl•rested in the philosophy of 
religion in the broadest sense: 
arguments ·regaraing' the exist-
(•ncc of God, religious existen-
Religion Book 
tialism, phenomenology of reli-
gion and aspects of the psychol-
ogy of religion. I am interested 
in social philosci"phy as an at-
tempt to create a vision of a 
perfect society, or less ·ambi-
tiously, to construct a set of 
principles that would elicit uni-
Vl'rsal commitment." . 
Creel joined the Ithaca Col-
lege faculty in 1969 after earning 
his Ph.D. from Southern Illinois 
llniversity. His introduction to 
rl'ligion course was the first 
course offered in that field at the 
Colll•ge, and he was actively 
involved in expanding the De-
partment of Philosophy to a 
Department of Philosophy and 
Rl'ligion in 1973. In the 1974-75 
acad<·mic y~ar, he served as 
acting chairm·an of the depart-
nwnl. Frorri 197~' through 1974, 
ht• was president of the New 
York State Philosophical A:5so-
ciation .. 
- ~ ~-- ' 
Char Pit 
restaurant 
prime rips 
~lmira road _273-0777 i-
-· ~cross from Grand Union: '. 
Other reasons for the re-
quested increase cited by thr 
txecutive Board were needs to 
greatly improve·the S.A_.B. film 
sound system, the diminishment 
of the amount of monies which 
·students directiy·contol, and the 
need to support academic clubs 
and physical education organiza-
tions in ·order that students may 
enhance then: educational ex-
perience. · 
Turkeys. Retain Intramural 
Tide 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP· 
- . by Timothy Callaghan 
The proposal will be con-
f:lidered along with other budget 
For the second ye!ll" run-
ning, the Boy's of B's Turkef's 
have captured the championship 
of the intramural football league. 
_ Led by quarterback Larry 
Kadison, they defeated they 
Bowery Boys (not Slip, Satch and 
the Gang) 1~-7 and ended their 
season with a record of 10-0: 
· requests later this year. 
·, 
.. 
, 
Combined with Last season's 9-0, 
the Turkeys· have a two year 
record of 19-0 and Two titles. 
A talented trio of receivers, 
(Mark Milton, Gregg Sylvester, 
Bruce Beck) and strong blocking 
by J Rieb Johnson, provided the 
Turkeys with a potent offense. 
And while cheerleader Carol 
Miller inspired the boys from the 
sidelines, the defensive line 
anchored by J;Jrian "B.S." Fisher 
held opponents at bay. 
A~jATlt· r· .. ' .. 
-
GAftDEN -
. IRE~A'.URANTI I 
C!!,inese -American Food 
., 
~ 
'~ 
114 W. St.ate Street .. , 
,. 
P.URITY ICE CR~·AM 
Ithaca's 
oldesf Ho ... _emade Ice Crea·m. 
~- Since..1936 
. . - - ' ~ . . 
_ "We· use·onlyjr~$h-cr~m 
arfd_ natµrcil .fratts ·_and /lauoT$" 
~ !k»da-··,~u~ta'in &-.. ,~}<-.~~, service 
• .. -_ . - ~ -<, ~ ----~':;. : ' - _, :-_ .. - . -
--~nd:._tr.y 'f!urit~_-fc~:·credm~at ·_~ick~It. i 
··. · ·located in_;th~t .. We$t Tower ~ ! 
; . - . - .. ; -:· !.: --,<~-:i··· . '. ;,~:;_,·_:· •' ' -
',• 
}: 
~:.; 
t 
.- : on· Rte·.·13:·(M~·ado~;·.s,:}_ ':' .. 
The pass coverage was 
handled admirably by Dave 
Cross, Tom Hamill and Frank 
"The F,ranchise" Cohen. The 
Turkey's are also the city 
champs, having beat Cornell last 
year-for the Jthaca title. 
· All ~maker's ·supplies J 
Paperbound. Book~ 
-, Magcizine$_ 
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-Ohm to- Leave SAB 
1'his Month's 'horoscope by the lthacin's very own sage-ast!'olo~eai wizard, Omar-~· _Stargazer. 
General tendencies:Blow away routine work Libra [Sept .. 23 to-Oct. 22): Libra is -in for a 
and eliminate people that have been bothering you decent Month. (Believe it or not) Seriously ..• as ,-l 
lately. Don't. step on the cracks on the side-walk gaze up into the heavens I see your Venus rising 
and avoid by any means Saga Super Sandwiches. and ... well, never mind. 4>0k 'our for Uranus 
An.es !March 2l to April 191: Your intuition falling. (That's star talk) For the desperate Libra I think you should take your problems in hand and I.dis you how to gain your most cherished aims rectify them. 
more quickly, b.ut forget them. When has your 
intuition ever helped you gain your most cherished 
aims he fore'? Never, right'? Ha! I figured as much ... , 
Taurus (April 20 to May 20):This week Taurus 
i<; aloL of Bu!I. Ha ha-get it-alot of bull'?fell for the 
old one didn't you'? Seriously though, Taurus 
should find the right outlet for your finest 
assets-even if it means hanging around in front of 
the Hotel Leonardo in hot pants and a leather 
halter top with spurs on your boots! 
~ · Gemini !May 21 to June 21): What a lousy sign, 
I mean really ... have you ever known a Gemini that 
pven cared about intuition or finest assets'? No, I 
should say not! Gemini really isn't all that bad, put 
I strongly suggest that Gemini finds the nearest 
holl· and jump in and cover it up with dirt. More 
n-alistically however, might I suggest that Gemini 
stays in bed all month. 
Moon Children (June 22 to July 21]: Well, I 
usl•d to call them Cancer people, but what are you 
going todo'? Mooners should try to make this a 
productive - month-fat chance, because other 
l'll•ments will come into your life .. .like a Taurus in 
hot pants and Jeather halter, or an Aquarian who 
wants to try your water bed. Your moon is on the 
linl' this. month, and you could suffer severe 
scthacks ... take it from me, Mooners, the best 
advice I can offer isto stay in bed with Gemini all 
month. (Don't get any weird ideas .. ) just write 
what I see in the stars). 
Leo I July 22 to Aug. 21): Look out Leo! 
Romance is coming into your rather conservative 
• life. However, beware, Lions an~ Dogs don't get 
along. Your blood runs hot and you could very 
easily fall into a situation you wish you had never 
hothered with. Don't let physical attr,·butes guide 
vou. I A It hnnuh thev shore are nice to look at!) 
Scorpio lOct.23 to Nov.21]:Well, bless your 
lucky stars! This could be a great month. But then 
again, it. could be a terrible month. I don't know it 
could go either way, or it could even be right in the 
middle. OK, alright ... ! will make a prediction- I 
may need my crystal balls for .this one. (I always 
keep an extra as a spare, just in case the batteries 
go dead in one) I am rubbing .. .it is coming to me 
now-OH OH I got it! I'll call it ... heads. Tails it is. 
You want to kick or receive, Scorpio? Wrong 
channel.1I'll try again next month. Just to get you 
through the month-play it safe.why not spend the 
month in bed with Gemini'! 
Sagittarius (Nov.22 to Dec. 21):Stop procras-
tinating. Really, all your stars say that you have 
been procrastinating, so you really better stop. 
You Should have stopped a long time ago. You 
want to go blind or something? To the hairy-palmed 
Sagittarius-Shame on You! 
Capricorn [Dec.22 to Jan. 20):What .. a great 
sign! wow, · some really great people are 
Capricorns, like Richard Nixon, and, well there 
is ... I'm an Aquarius myself. Basically, your S~turn 
is in good shape and the rest of you doesn't look to 
bad either.(What are you doing after you read 
this'?) Jupiter has a nice present for you Capricorn-
a strong athletic type-just make sure he isN'T A 
hot blooded Leo, cir you might get the Mercury 
kicked out of you. 
Aquarius rJan 21 to Feb. 191: This could be an 
interesting month. Stay away from the veal. -
parmesan.(then again, how can you avoid it?) 
Evening looks like it will be a good time to sleep 
and the Sun will rise ~very morning without fail. 
THis really could be a good month, just watch your 
Moon. ,- _ 
Pices [Feb. 20 to March 20): You are enthused 
about school and your future, but so 'what? Piscus is 
Virgo [Aug. 22 to Sept. 22]:GEEZ! Virgo should . an adventurer, but beware of people ·"'!'ith leather 
sel' if there is a way to change signs. I mean really, fetishes, who carriwhips and always say they are 
who wants to walk around in this day and age and ties up when they call. Piscus loves the water , but 
aclmit to someone that they are STILL a Virgo'? beware-don't fall for the first water bed you see. 
Actually I was under the-belief that there weren't Fish around awhile. -
anymo~l' Virgos on campus. (Isn't that ugly . . • _ 
sculpture on top of Textor supposed to fall into . ~f ~ur Chila as Dom Today:I bet you are 
MullPr or something'!) supr1sed. You,should have _been more careful. 
r· - -
"\~t WATERl'Jl __ 
""~ 702 Willow AvenueOJ\,,,._ 
~ 277-0800 ~. 
ltha9a's Finest Niqhtclub 
. open every day 3pm-lam 
WED. SINGLES NIGHT 
MOST DRINKS ·75¢BEER soe 
-, 
HAPPY 
HOUR 
EVERY 
DAY-
3:00--7:0_o· 
By ~errie Raker do enjoy them and get something 
On _Dece~ber 18~ SAB (Stu- out of them. 
deiit"-Activities Board): will be Discussing the problem of 
losing one of its most d~dicated m1mey Jim explained that "SAB 
workers. Jim Ohm, the board's is supporting a request being 
present chairman will .be leaving made by the executive· board for 
to study next semester at the approximately a 6 _percent in-
University of Edinburgh in Scot- crease in funding for student 
'land. Jim's decision to leave his congress in next year's budge~." 
position was a hard, one as he The reason for the board's 
enjoys working· together with supporting this is because it 
the group planning activities. "It' cannot afford the quality of 
is an opportunity that probably activites and· entertainment that 
won't come around again on a people would pay to come to. 
school basis ·· an experience i "And if people won't pay to see 
don't want to pass up," said Jim. t,he activities we put on, this 
"When I return to Ithaca I will negates the beauty ,of our 
come back in some capacity to revolving budget." 
--SAB." The Board of directors Another big financial pro-
will be voting on Jim's replace- . blem is that money is greatly 
ment this Sunday. needed to help'with the problem 
Concerning the SAB sur- of sound at the films shown on 
veys that were circulated in the_ weekends. "If we don't hav.e the 
union, .Jim reported the results equipment it isn't even worth the 
showed that "about a 3 to 1 film series-· it's not worth going_ 
majority of the students were and nobody is," said Jim. 
satisfied with the number of Agajn, it appears that the 
activities provided and about a 4 only way these problems can be 
to 1 ration of the people thought solved is if students take more of 
the quality of the aceivities were an interest and complain to the 
average or better." The activi- administration.__ Maybe then 
ties that students requested they will li5ten and do something 
more of were concerts and about it. The board works too 
speakers respectively. ~ard to plan activities that. are 
Many of the members of really too good to go to waste, 
SAB appear to be very frus- Some of the upcoming SAB 
trated with the poor attendance events include Michael Frem-
at the educational activities mer, "arising comedian" who will 
being provided for students. The be performing in the Crossroads 
problem can't be the cost because ·on Friday night. A concert is 
admission is usually either free being planned for early Decem-
or "ridiculously cheap." Jim ber and -when ~ntracts are 
seems to feel that "people aren't signed, names will be released. 
willing to try something new -· al Also, a highly acclaimed series, 
learning experience and the "The-Planet of Man" will be aired 
people who do show up usually ·on Channel 6 very soon. 
Lecture on 
Marx Set 
I 
Marx, having published several 
The Politics Department of studies of his thought. His books 
Ithaca College would like to in.elude "Marx Before Marxism," 
announce Professor David Mc- "The Thought of Karl Marx" and 
ll'llan's lecture, "Interpretations an English translation of "The 
of Marx." Professor McLellan, Grundrisse."- His most recent 
who teaches political philosophy hook is ttie much acclaimed 
at.'. the Univer.sity of Kent at hiogriphy, .. Karl Marx, His Life 
Canterhury, England, will be and Thought." The Politics 
visitrng the United States for a department hopes that all in-
. wcc•k when he will deliver tc•rested individuals. will attend. 
several lectures around the coun- Thl· lecture is at 8:00, Wednes-
try. Professor McLellan is a clay, November 10, 1976 in 
distinguished scholar of Karl Tc•xtor 101, Ithaca College. 
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Theatr_~ .Review 
Good day, and welcome to the School of 
Preposterous Movie Plots. Today's main star· is a 
747 "Columbia Airlines" jet (a small,, twin~engine .. 
private plane also co-stars). Now, what do you 
think-would happen if these two _planes were to 
collide in the night sky above Salt Lake City? Well, · 
you'd get a piece of unbelievable schlock entitled 
Airport 1975. This is a movie that is so bad, it's 
good. If you don't understand what I mean, let me 
describe a few of the unintentionally hilarious 
scenes in this "epic": _having tak~n over the 
controls after the collision, stewardess, Karen 
Black looks out of the plane, absolutely cross-eyed. 
She goes hysterical, while a· straight-faced flight 
·controller on the ground acts as if a mid-air collision 
happens every· day. Singing nun Helen Reddy 
warbles a horrendous song to kidney patient Linda 
Blair (a tune this bad could send the poor kid into a 
relapse). Then, dig the sight of the ever-heroic 
Charlton _Heston-dropping in (literally, thanks to a 
jet helicopter) on the all-but-totalled 747, and 
you've just about got it all. 
''Little Murder~ 99g Today9tJ Satllll"ce 
by Caryn Picke,r 
I ' ·~ r \ ' 
. .. "It might ha~ been written ten years ago, but 
' the biting satire is even inore appropriate today." 
_Those are the words of James Lauricella, 
director of "Little Murders," a play by Jules 
Feiffer. The pertinence of the play to society today 
becomes aware to the viewer as he becomes more 
and more involved with the characters as the play 
, progresses. 
I, who had never seen a production of "Little 
Murders" was much taken aback at first by t1ie, 
exagerrated mannerisms of its cast. But I soon 
began to identify with the absurdity of their 
environment. 
What we behold is the saga of a family driven 
mad by the wilds of New York City. It is this 
family's confrontation of the changing of society's 
morals that forces u_s to see the satire of the event. 
Airport 1975 should have been a TV-movie to The play pokes fun at many of the institutions 
begin with, but yo_u know what they say about we have been conditioned to believe in. Each 
"anything-to-make-a-buck." There is very little character has a struggle, which through either real 
emphasis on character here; the "action" revolves or totally unreal methods, they resolve throughout . 
totally around the disaster itself. One positive. the course of the play. It all depends on how you 
factor the film has is some spectacular aerial want to see it. 
photography. Even though a bit of Charlton The setting for "Little Murders" is the home of 
Heston's mid-air transfer ,was "phonied" in the Mr. and Mrs. Neiquist and their son Kenny. Their 
studio, Airpost 1975: enjoy the beginning. It's the daughter Pat~y. a strong and willful girl is played 
best part of the film. If you want a perfect break jubilantly by Marisa Redanty. It is her dominating 
from studies, this movie is it ... just don't be too figure which changes her husband Alfred's passive · 
critical. If you still crave airplane movies after this figure into a forceful fighting man. Alfred brought 
one, you'll love what's coming in March (brace t? life by M!chael Rubell gives as professional a 
yourself): Airport 1977. This one puts a plane in a performance as I have seen at ithaca. It is Alfred's 
crash landing at sea ... and it sinks. This one I've renewed figure that brings the family together 
gotta see! - after Patsy's untimely death, attibuted to chance 
That ever-famQus story by Alexandre Dumas, 
"The Three Musketeers," has been filmed you take when living in the city. 
The overconcerned, hyper, and conditioned 
numerous times. A few years ago, British director 
Richard Lester took the saga of young D'Artagnan parents are played stunningly by Mariellen 
Rokosny and Aaron Jstig. Ms. Rokosny babbles, 
and his companions and -put some comical twists d 
One of the most amising scenes in the play is 
the wedding ceremony ·hosted by a very 
unorthodox Reverend Dupas played outrageously, 
as the role should be, by Roberth Wetherhead. 
The Reverend manages to shock the family and· 
friends with a dissertation on the meaninglessness 
of almost everything, including love," marraige and 
homosexuality. You will undoubtedly identify with 
the apparent strife of the family while you are 
trying to contain your laughter. 
Towards the end of the play we are given an 
unexpected visit by Lieutenant Practice who 
proceeds to have an amusing rendition of a nervous 
breakdown. Jim Lish is the effervescent 
policeman whose fate falls into the hands of the 
family during the hilarious end of the play. 
The combination of a very realistic set 
designed by Hope Chillington and wonderful sound 
effects of city noises made one feel as though one 
was in t~e apartment next door. 
Laui;:icella has done a very fluent job with 
"Little Murders". After working on expressionistic 
plays such as "The Hairy Ape", a Restoration 
period play and a contemporary 'Polish play for the 
past' four years, Lauricella has shown his 
versatility in directing in the realistic genre. 
'"Little Murders' certainly is about real characters 
in very real situations," he commented. 
Tickets are on sale at the Box Office for the 
rem'aining shows through November 7. The Drama 
and Speech Department at Ithaca College presents 
"Little Murders" a play by Jules Feiffer at 8:15 PM 
in the Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts. 
into it that the critics loved. The film Lester made crieS, an flutters all over the stage and performs 
the role of an over-zealous mother so well that you ,p=:;i::======m:!:======111em:c:=ll:Z!::=:::ic:=====~ 
turned out to be too long for juSt one sitting, so might belleve that she was in her own living room .. 
20th Century-Fox split it into two movies. The The relationship the actors have with their TONIGHT 
first (The Three Musketeers ... what else?) was one 
stage-home is very real and true to life. Kenny, the "OME TO 
of last year's lthaflicks; this weekend we get the problem-filled son, played by William Kovacsi}{, 'l.A 
:·sequel" - The F_o_!,11":.,Muske~~rs. __ .~.D'Ax:t,c1gna_n h · gf 1 1 · h (Michael York) is now.a full-fledged musketeer who b::h:oo;~ry meanm u re 1ttio.ns ip · \Yi~h · the . 'THE THURSDAY 
sides up with the othe~ thre~ (Oli'vedteed, Richard YOU'VE BEEN WAITING 
Chamberlain and Frank Finlay) to defend the honor 
of the Queen (Geraldine Chaplin) with- the ------------------111111• FOR PARTY' 
assistance of the lovely Mme. Bonacieux (a Corrections 
hilariously clumsy Raquel Welch). the evildoers are The Ithacan would like to make the following 
the sinister Rochefort (Christopher Lee) and corrections on the article which appeared last week MIXED DRINKS 50c 15oz DRAFTS 30c 
Cardinal Richelieu (Charlton Heston), as well as the in this section. The award given at the FEATURING 
lovely conspirator Milday (Faye Duriaway). Too Co~munications Banquet sponsored by A.E. Rho '§MALL CHANGJE' 
bad there aren't any stars, right? The Four over Parents Weekend was entitled the Communi-
Musketeers is a fun movie - and dat ain't a bad cations Man ·of the Year Award. The award was 9pm-lam 
reputation at all. given posthumously to Rod Serling and the J976 
Next Week's Coming Attractions: award was receiver by Richard Heffner. ru BTf COURT 
Thurs. and Fri.: An underrated·- and brilliant tl 11 (1_ ·, · ll 
futuristic adventure, Silent Running starring 
Bruce Dern. 
Sat. and Sun.:· .The hilarious comeback of 
Inspectqr Clouseau -Peter Sellers in The Return of 
the Pink Panther. ·. 
·HICKEY'S: 
'/ 
201 S. TIOGA ST. ~ 
·ITBj\CA, N.Y. 
272-8262 
TH.E, 
BOB KRO-UJ 
IN CONCE.R.T 
Muller Chapel 830pm Fri. Nov. 5 · 
No Admission 
Wine·& Cheese Afterward In Our"Offices 
. ';-, 
Sponsored by New man Community 
/ 
~ Bring a Touch 
oft#:ieTropics. 
. to Your Room 
. . 
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.. 
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FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
. "SUNFLOWER" POTTERY 
HANGING BASKETS 
TERRARUJM.S .· (· _ ·
. SEASHfJIS 
. 5,._1 I H ·. ·.:·: Mon.-Frl. 10:00.9:00 
· THE JM.TheCo)!lmons· 
2·13-7231 
••• 
"Red wino with rod moat, white with fish and chicken" - boclll.lso It 
tastes bettor that way. The more delicate taste of a white wino com-
plements tho dollcato flavor of fish. Moro strongly-f11:11orod foods call 
for more IISSUrtlvo wino. · 
*** 
"Red wino at room temperature, white Yiljne chllllod." Again, taste Is 
the reason. Most red wines, high In tannin, taste unpleasant cold. 
C Low-tannin wines, BeauJolals or Vapollcolla for Instance, can do with 
a llttle cb llllng.) 
*** 
, Most white wlnes,,rosos,and champagnes lihould bo chllled - but not so 
cold that their aroma and bouquet are hidden. Optimum tomeraturn _ 
45 degrees to 55 degroo1. 
*** 
"The first wine Is poured into the host's gl11SS" - not a sllly ~ltual, Just 11 
way to enrurn that any cork bits In the wino end up In his glllSS or, 
; _should the ""lne taste "corl<y" ho wlll be tho first to know, 11nd pn,vent 
hlsguosts from being served the wine. 
*** 
· _ Come to,;. II bottle of wine from our oxton~lve list at L'Aubo~e along 
with a_llght ,upper from our new supper menu (we stlll lllso have our 
rogularmenu tool) , 
cL'_A~t~"fle. Ju Cocton ~ou1e 
· . ·Rej~urat1l Jr:incaiJ · 
.·· .. Music .. S.tore ·. 
. . , . , ' ,., - t
.. ,..... 8 oura: Sat. 10:00-5:30 
. . PL"ANTA TION 
I , ••••I ':~ 1• ~•I • > J • 
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Pre-registration for Spring 1977 · Packets for on 
1·;1m1111, ,t udt•nl ~ are in the campus mail. You 
,hould lw r<'CPiving them soon. Off campus 
,11ull'nl., ma.v pick up their packets at tfie 
Hl'g-i,t ra_r's Officl'. Course Offerings are now 
;I\ ailahlt• in I hi' l inion and at tJle Registrar's Office. 
1 'IVit"t' 1 copy p1•r student. 
I('. Photos - Piclurt•s will be taken tomorrow, 
NO\ 1·111lwr S. in I hl' Registrar's Office 9 am - 4 pm, 
S1•ni11r!> · ThcN· of you' expecting to graduate in 
Ma.1. Hl77. h.ivP until Friday. November 12 to file 
for g-r;iduat ion int he Registrar's Office. That is one 
111·l'k from tomorrow. Don't Wait Do It Now! 
(iADABOllT PROGRAM NEEDS: Volunteer 
dri11·r~ fort ht•ir van which provides transportation 
for l'l1lt•rl.1 and hendicapped people. Volunteers· 
,, ill n·t·Pi\"I• I raining ai:i_d-insurance coverage, and 
,,.a_1 <'how,t· a rPgular weekday morning assignment 
or Io ht• on call as a substitute. 
Ansh•m Hollo will give a reading of his poetry 
and tran-slation of European poets on Wednesday, 
Novt\mhcr 3. 1976 from 7:30 to 9:30 at the Maples 
Mill School of Arts and Crafts, 33 Academy St., 
Naples, N. Y. Mr. Hollo currently teaches literature 
at Hobarl- William Smith and his reading is 
part iall_v funded by the Creative Artist Program of 
N!'w York City. There will be an informal 
gathering aft.er the r1:,ading at the Mill. 
Managing the Business of Your Craft, a special 
om• dav seminar on Saturday, November 6 from-9 
lo 5 at Naples Mill School, for self-employed.artists 
and craftsmen. George and Nancy Wettlaufer, 
authors of the Craftsmen Survival Manual, will go 
oVl'r tht• business of being in buisness from selling, 
hookkecping, taxes, insurance and professionalism. 
Admission is 120.00. · 
Men,bers of the Dean Search Committee for 
I he School of Humanities and Sciences are Paulen 
Smith, physics; Paul McBride, history; Eloise 
Blanpied, applit•d writin~; Harvey Fireside, 
politics; George Schuler, psychology; and Michael 
R1•nnl·r. '77. The Committee invites applications 
and nominations, which should be sent to its 
chairman, Harvey Fireside (Muller3) by December 
8. Applicants should demonstrate teaching exper-
it•nct•, scholarship and administrative leadership. 
Hugh and -Thomas Geog~n. partially 
funded bv the New York Council for'the ARts, will 
givt• a ·concert of Classical Guitar m~sic on 
Thursdav, November 4, 1976 at 8:00 pm. Hugh and 
Thomas ·write, teach, and perform classical guitar 
music throughout the country. Hugh has studied 
"'ith Julian Bream in England, teaches summers at 
Napll's Mill, and is currently teaching in Boston. 
I>onation of $2.00 at the door. 
--- Thi• ~Pe1md large batch of fall, 1976 N.Y .S. 
t•l11·t"b ha,- arriv<·rl at the Bursar's Office. Students 
11 ho did not n·cl'ivt• checks in the first gr~p should 
... 1 op h.1· t ht• Bursar's Office to sec if their checks 
h;11 ,. 110~1 arrivt·rl. 
-
E("ONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP. NEEDS: A 
1olt111ll'PI' rrafts lt•acher to work with a group of 
11 om1·n in ( 'arolint• who wish to learn saleable crafts 
,J..ill,. Th,· group can ml't'l on Tues., Wed .. or 
Thur,. 111orni!1g at the volunteer's convenience. 
( 'If ALI.ENGE INDUSTRIES NEEDS: Volunteers 
111 a~,bl in a rerm•dial education w6rkshop for 
ha11di<'appt'd ;ululls. on Mon., Wed., or Thurs. from 
:.'. lo :I pm. 
( 'El\;TRAL SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteers to work 
11 it h intli1·idu:1I inll•rrm•diau• students needing help 
II ii h hasi(' rt>acling skills. Volunteers will work 
1111dl'r ,t ht• supl'r\<ision of tht· support tea,cher and 
11,a1· l'hoo~t· Pitht•r Mondays from 9 to 10 am, or 
T11;•,-da_1·s from 11 am lo noon for their service. 
l'or mort• information or an appointment to 
1 lw~l' or an,1· voluntary services, please call the 
\'olunt.1r\' Aelion· Cl'nll'r, 272-9411, Monday thru 
:--at 11rda_1: from 9 am to 1 pm. or. call I.C. Com-
ri,uni1,· ~t•r\·it'I'. :!'74-3311, Tuesday and Thursday 
from \l to 10::IO am. or Wt.>dnesday from 1 to 3 pm. 
"Sales help full and par~ tinte-.-
Apply in person at Tiffany's 
Bakery at Pyramid Mall. 
3 girls need roommate for next· 
!>emester. , House in country 2 
miles from J.C. Call Cindy 
273-0663. 
,.•, ·;· .. '.(' 
Plant sitter Thanksgiving 
vacation. Pick up1. Nov. I8. 
Deliver Nov. 29. 277•0765. 
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DO SOMETHING UNIQUE-
sPEND N~y; YEAR'S EVE IN RU~~ 
2 WEEKS IN MOSCOW AND LENINGRAD 
ONLY $997 ALL INCLUSIVE. 
{airtare,hotel,meals,theatre.J - . 
UEc:26-JAN.9 . 
'fREE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE"l.ESSON~ BEFORE THE TIDP 
- THJ~~~n~~Gf-103 
. CON-.r ACT MARLA McMANUS 273-01=56 
For. S~ .Qiaicksilve~·s Anthol- _ · 
·-ogy··Album; €all St;eve x781 or 
272-5458. 
-LUCKY 13 CARDI We punch it 
' every. time you get a car wash or . 
a gas fill up. Free wash on your 
birth~y. Gulf Car Was~ 746 
South Meadow' St. [Route 13 
South, entrance to Westoni,J. · 
We're cleaning up down here1 . 
Ski Davos Swi~rlaud. January 
7-15, Swissair Student spedal 
$532 tr.om· . New York City, 
including Air, hotel, transfers 
and meals. Baker Ski Desk. Dial 
27BAKER . 
Men's ice hockey, get dues in by 
Sat. noon to treasurer .Chip 
Fagan ll4;)om 612 West. Tower. If 
dues aren't in by Saturday, we'll 
assume you don't want to play. 
dues ... Sl0. 
Dear April and Corey, 
Another year has come and gone, 
You two are still togethet, 
Thought this is only the second 
year, 
We know it will be forever. 
Happy anniversary. 
Love, 
Judi & Andy & Beaner 
Steve P. _ 
Congrats on your engage· 
m.cnt! Goodluck with the Bride 
to-be . don't gorget our invita• 
tions. 
The Garden 
Steve-
your -Bachelor party is Fri· 
day. Be there! 
Aloha 
Carol· 
Glad you. had an enjoyable 
dinner last week. · You ar.e 
id-;ays ·wel~onie to co~e down 
again. Just R.S.V.P. next 
Ithacan. · Drop by to see me 
!>ometime. 
your Garden Apt. Chef 
Hey Bedudu, 
Duets don't sound too good 
with only I .part. When are you 
coming home? The dampness 
over there will give you arthritis 
in your fingers. 
Goldilocks, 
Remember Sred and Bed? 
Don't worry about-your problem 
becau_se I know everything will 
work out fme. - Think of it as a 
compliment.Do you. think we 
, should get involved? Let's just 
·keep things -~ cool between us 1 
· O.K:! Ha ha._- Cheer UP!! 
Love,_Bed 
299CASIS 
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. -Gr~ceries: • ICegs 
·_Party Supplies·•·1ce. 
.. UNITID;Ctea• ,· 
122 N. Aurora st:· . 
~ Daily till 10, p.m. 
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.. Community- Co~cil --DEL TA KAPPA'S 
§TAFF/FACULTY/STUDENT 
Continued from Page 4 
Last year the Council did express 
its congratulations publicly to 
the football team for its success-
ful season. Just that they 'would 
bother to address an item so 
unrelated to what their priorities 
are shows that they weren't too 
wrapped up in truly significant 
matters. 
One of the most important 
characteristics of the Community 
Concil is that most of the Ithaca 
College Standing Cpmmittees 
report to it. Among them is the 
Educational Policies Cortlmittee 
whose purpose is to consider any 
matters affecting academic pol-
icy. The problem is that no one 
knows about or joins these 
committees. But Community 
C<,uncil has an answer for 
that:they have the Committee on 
Committees. But even that wcll-
namcd· group can't tackle the 
probk•m of finding people to be 
on t.hl' "committee. Who knows? 
·maybe they'll establish a Comm-
itt.t·P on the Comm;ttee on 
Commit.tees and their worries 
will be over. 
The point is ·these committe, 
(•s might have potential b'ut it is 
not reached. Because the 
designated members of these 
groups usually aren't Community 
Council members, the Absence of 
a connl'ction immediately leads 
to a lack of accountability. Also, 
nohody knows about' these com-
rnittl'lis from the community 
at-largl•. 
-, The communication of the 
Community Council is hurting 
just.. as badly as the other 
councils. The extreme gap is 
cxPmplificd by the fact that last 
·.v(•:i"rtwo students were appoin-
.. h·d""h.v the Dean· of H.S.after 
n•questing positions when tech-
nically they should .have been 
(•lected. Most students don't 
t•v.cn know the Council exists, Sf?, 
-THE FRAME SHOP 
· 414 W. Buffalo st. ·· 
··212-1350 .. 
15 years °experience ,, 
largest choice 
-·of frames 
and mattings in mm 
FIRST 
ASSUAiLY 
_OF GOD 
520W. Slntc.a St, 
Rev. Rlcllard J. TJIOmas 
.272:53l3 
Little Blue' Bus At 
Fla2 Pole 9:30 ~-
Sundavs 
amas 
· Sunday.School -9:45 a.m. 
Morning _Winhlp· 11 a.m. 
-E~nlng Strvlce . 7 p.m • 
.,;: / ~. ' 
_Do YouKnow 
' Chriilt-Or- Just·: 
A.b·out Hun?· --
. _.._ 
(, ·.-. 
~ l -, 
of cours~. positions need tifile 
filled. Likewise with the stand-
ing committees. ·- · · 
After the last meeting it was 
evident that some students were 
unhappy with what had transpir-
ed. One faculty member new to 
the Council, Professor Skip Lan-
den later said he was "pretty 
frustrated ... nothing has happen-
ed. He mentioned that members 
of the Faculty Council were 
asking some of the same type_ 
I. 
questions that face the Commun-
ity Council: Does their discussion 
mean anything and what is their· 
true function'/ 
,It is necessary for the 
Community. Council to find a 
good rationale for its existence. 
If it does not it will continue ·to 
drift along in a vacuum· without 
the least sense of direction and if 
it docs, it can finally reach a time 
when its members will know why 
they are attending Community 
Council meetin s. 
best d_rinks anywhere_ 
dinners by_ 
reservation 
f The LIVER~ 
TAVERR 
'!-•" 
/ 
1 ·phone 
539-7724 
Everybody does it 
once· in a while. 
You forgot who 
discovered_America 
DffiECTORY 
IS HERE 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER,5 
MON-THURS, NOVEMBER 8-ll 
HOURS:9AM-4PM DAILY 
EGBERT UNION LOBBY 
BRING YOUR ID CARDS 
COPIES ARE A·V AILABLE 
FOR THOSE WHO DID NOT 
PREORDER 
Or your Mother's-birthday. Or-a-friend's name. . 
There~s. nothing ·yo·u· can do about it now. It's too late. 
, ;· ··Ri~t\~)~~!ts. SthJllidfs 
The beer that might make 
· -Philadelphia famous . . ._. 
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PYRAM:n:f MAL[ LOCATION · 
/ 
NOW.OPEN!" 
, 
-INTIMATE DINING MID-DAY & EVENINGS UNTIL I A.M. 
---------- e ~:..ii--... 
602 ELMIRA ROAD. 11 HA< .'A 277-072.1 
1-'YHAMIU MALL LANSING iol·UI I I 
11::34 I-HUN I S / H/:t I. HINGHAM I UN (bU/J 1221>47') 
Open da.ily till 1 ·a.,r.i. 
· · FRENCH cREPERJE SPARKLING WINl::l -
:iUl-'tHH :iAUCt:i & Vt.~tHTS 
. . 
fflte t!fouun ClfluA 
~ ~ o/' Me €J0a6£ ffotlN!4 
31~: 
¥mi --~ ~and~ 
¥1n - -12fi;m, ~and~- . 
~ fot, ~ ~- 274-3393,- d393 
. - . -
-... a!~ 1/udmak, ~-~jhom,_it-aUn ~ 
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